
  

How To replace the stereo (and wire in a new one) 

You will need

Flat Screwdriver
Star Screwdriver
Wire stripper
Wire Connector Block
Electrical Tape
Din Connector
Trinket Tray (if you're changing from a double din to a single din stereo you might want to 
fill the space with the 'trinket tray' - Mitsubishi part number MB898861).

Remove the rubber surround around the shifter. This can come off just by prising it off with a 
screwdriver. Next, remove the cigarette lighter and ashtray. 

Remove the centre console panel which is fixed at 4 points. These clips come up with a little force. 

You can now see 4 screws holding the plates which support the stereo in. Remove the screws and 
slide out the old stereo. Uplug it and remove. 

You now need to wire up a connection between the loom and your new din connector. This din 
connector will then connect to your new stereo. Only continue if you're very sure you wish to 
continue. 

Cut off the original connector to expose the wires from the loom. You now need to connect these to the 
approproate ones on the din connector. Check the details which came with the conncetor to determine 
which are which. This wiring digram below shows the connections from the FTO loom. 

Important: There is no direct earth wire in the FTO stereo loom. You need to connect a new wire to 
earth. If you dont do this you risk blowing fuses and random lights/arial/no-constant problems! 

Once you've wired up the loom to the new connector you can attach the new stereo and check that it 
works. If everything is fine then attach the side supports to from the old stereo to the new one and slide 
it back into the dash. Add the trinket tray (optional) and replace all the dash to finish.




